Audience Participation
Pass out the index cards you prepared ahead of time to members of the audience, and have them pick a
word from their card to fill in the blank in the story below to create a fun winter story.
How to Build a Snowman
First, wait for the perfect snow. Once you have ____________, ____________ snow,
(color)

(adjective)

you should make sure you’re dressed warmly enough. Make sure to put on your ___________________
(article of clothing)

and _________. Once you get outside, make ________________ snowballs and then start rolling.
(noun)

(number between 1 and 10)

It’s best to make them different sizes. Make a really big one, a ___________ one, and a smaller one for
(adjective)

the head. Then add two pieces of ___________ for the eyes and three pieces of _______for the buttons.
(noun)

(noun)

__________ will work just fine if you can’t find any coal. Some people like to add a _________ around
(noun)

(noun)

the snowman’s __________. Add a ___________ on top of its head. And don’t forget the ________
(body part)

(noun)

(vegetable)

nose! When you’re done, you should reward yourself for all your __________ work with a big
(adjective)

_________ of steaming _______________!
(noun)

(liquid)

Audience Participation cards
Prepare the following sets of three words on index cards or pick your own three words to fit the parts in
parentheses:
Card 1: Itchy, fluffy, beautiful (adjective)
Card 2: Yellow, white, purple (color)
Card 3: Coat, socks, pants (article of clothing)
Card 4: Gloves, dress, spoon (noun)
Card 5: 3, 7, 10 (number between 1 and 10)
Card 6: Colorful, medium, muddy (adjective)
Card 7: Chalk, cake, coal (noun)
Card 8: Candy, coal, sticks (noun)
Card 9: Nuts, rocks, buttons (noun)
Card 10: Popsicle, scarf, plate (noun)
Card 11: Hand, neck, leg (body part)
Card 12: Skunk, hat, doughnut (noun)
Card 13: Carrot, potato, beet (vegetable)
Card 14: Lazy, hard, fantastic (adjective)
Card 15: Cup, cone, straw (noun)
Card 16: Hot chocolate, soda, water (liquid)

